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aristotle, metaphysics 1. 6 (trans.
lamb) (greek philosopher c4th
b.c.) : whereas the assumption
that all the things which exist

must be such and such, and that
nothing is true to which it is not

possible to form an account,
which is characteristic of

scientific inquiry, is called in
general the universal

assumption; the assumption that
matter is eternal and the form of

the thing eternal is called the
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particular assumption; of these
the latter is the more particular,
and in the absolute beginning of
things it is most so. and the man
who does not admit the eternity
of the world and consider it to be
the first principle of things is an
atheist. for he either says that

the first principle is the same as
the world or that the world is the
first principle; and when he says

that the world is the first
principle, he says that there is no

other first principle, and this is
the same as saying that nothing
is eternal. some people admit

this universality of principle but
make the world finite, the

dimension being less than the
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universe or greater. but even
those who think that the world is
eternal and infinite make their
understanding finite, and this
makes them differ from the

atheists. aristotle, metaphysics 1.
6 (trans. lamb) (greek

philosopher c4th b.c.) : and it is
clear that what is not true to

which it is not possible to form an
account is false, for falsehood is
non-being, and anything which is
not is not true. and it is clear that

non-being is impossible, for
nothing can not be, and that the

principle of some things is eternal
and that of others particular,

those things which have eternal
principle will be, and those which
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have a particular principle will
not; and it is more true to say

that the world is the first principle
and that things which are without
will be, and true it is that things
which do not exist are not; and it
is more true to say that the world
is the first principle than that the

world is eternal.
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Dragon Ball Z Greek Audio

dragon ball z (dbz) was created
by akira toriyama, originally

published in japanese in weekly
shōnen jump from 1984 to 1994.
it was quickly popular in japan,
and adapted into a 26 episode
anime series produced by toei

animation in 1986, and a
tokusatsu series in 1988. the first

dbz movie was released in
japanese in 1992, and was

followed by a series of 13 movies
based on the first television

series; with the last one, "battle
of gods", in 2000, even though it
was released in 1999. the story
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follows goku as he travels to the
peaceful planet of earth to the
aid of the weak town of namek

after a long-ago battle left it
vulnerable to frieza's forces, with
the help of bulma, a genius girl

whom he meets in japan. the plot
is set in an age of magic and
fighting machines; primarily

involving powerful beings called
"dragon balls", which summon a
level of super-power depending

on the type. four songs were
released in various singles during
the first half of 2002, and two of

them were from the original
japanese version of the series.
the first one was on the album
elia elia pita toxotitos (2001),
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which was recorded with the
participation of the members of

the pop band ''. the second single
was recorded by the band '' on

the album '' (2002). in 2001, also
'', in which voula kosta reprises
her role of belldandy in a greek

version of the anime. we are you
walking with me tonight (russian :

i walk with you tonight) : the
song was used as the theme song
for the anime dragon ball z. the

song is performed by polish band,
and it is the theme song for

anime dragon ball z. the band
perform it in its original form,

with the original lyrics in russian.
5ec8ef588b
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